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Viking swords were all dangerous weapons as well as great works of art. Viking Age; contact us. 2310 S Green Bay Rd, Suite C-104 Racine, WI 53406. 262-822-4301. vikingshield@viking-shield.com. Sign Up for Our Newsletter. Keep up to date with the latest products. Email Address.


Viking age historical reproductions, replicas and handmade pieces. Supplying the full range of viking reenactment gear, supplies, kit and equipment! The Jelling Dragon online Viking craft store supplies re-enactors, museums, schools, theatres and movies with only the very highest quality handmade crafts, authentic Viking replicas & living

Viking swords were expensive to make. They were typically double edged, but single-edged swords were also used. The blades were pattern-welded, a method of sword making where iron and steel were forge-welded together. Together with weapons such as the battle-axe and the spear, the sword was one of the most useful offensive tools for a Viking

Jan 16, 2020 · The Viking age was much more than just violence and conflict, diplomacy and peaceful trade among tribes and Kingdoms were also a big part of the activities in and outside of Scandinavia. Slibesten) were also very popular, they were used for sharpening weapons, such as axes, swords, and spears. One of the most valuable resources from Norway
Bronze Swords. The Bronze Age is the time when civilizations were formed and writing was invented. Societies were at an infant stage, and needed to be defended from the barbarians who still followed the rules of old. This sword belongs to the Viking Era. These were double-edged with triangle, lobed, or cocked-hat pommels. A subset of these

In the Viking Age a number of different types of weapons were used: swords, axes, bows and arrows, lances and spears. The Vikings also used various aids to protect themselves in combat: shields, helmets and chain mail. The weapons that Vikings possessed depended on their economic capacity.

The Viking Age. Danish prehistory culminated in the Viking Age, the period from 800 until 1050 AD. During the Viking Age the first kings appeared, who ruled an area roughly corresponding to present-day Denmark. On King Harald Bluetooth’s rune stone at Jelling, Denmark is named for the first time around 965 AD. At the end of the Viking Age

He had handled thousands of swords in his lifetime and at one time or another personally owned dozens of the finest examples ranging from the Bronze Age to the 19th century. Medieval swords in general were well-made, light, agile fighting weapons equally capable of delivering dismembering cuts or cleaving deep cavities into the body.


Viking Age weapons and armor suitable for reenacting. The items are either reproductions of archaeological finds, based on such finds or likely to have existed in the period 800 – 1100 AD. More detailed information is found on each article page. Browse. Close menu. Search. New ; Browse products . Browse products

Our sword selection is expansive, ranging from swords used in the times of ancient Rome and Greece, the age of Vikings, and on through the medieval and Renaissance eras and beyond. Here you will find knight swords, Crusader swords, short swords, arming swords, long swords, and even musketeer swords.

With the spread of the La Tene culture at the 5th century BC, iron swords had completely replaced bronze all over Europe. These swords eventually evolved into, among others, the Roman gladius and spatha, and the Greek xiphos and the Germanic sword of the Roman Iron Age, which evolved into the Viking sword in the 8th century. There are two kinds of
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Viking Swords; Viking Axes; Viking Seax & Knives; Viking Spears; LARP Weapons; Maintenance; Scabbard Fittings; Viking Age; contact us. 2310 S Green Bay Rd, Suite C-104 Racine, WI 53406. 262-822-4301. vikingshield@viking-shield.com. Sign Up for Our Newsletter. Keep up to date with the latest products.

Claymore swords are one of the most recognized swords in history. Claymore is a term derived from the Gaelic claidheamh-mor, meaning “great-sword.” It was first used to describe the large cross-hilted sword used in the Scottish Highlands and by mercenaries in Ireland from the late 15th to early 17th century.

We have an unmatched selection of authentic samurai swords for sale. Shop hundreds of battle ready, functional katanas with unique blades and ornamentation. The largest collection of swords and weapons from the Bronze Age to World War II

The Viking Age spanned from 793 - 1066 CE and came after an era of great migration. As people began to settle and communities began to grow, copious trade routes sprung forth from all directions, fostering an age of culture and discovery that still has a great impact today. Viking Swords; Shields; The Seax; Dane axes; And that’s just to
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